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for Concurrency Control
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Abstract —In this paper, we propose the approach of using multiple hash tables for lock requests with different data access patterns
to minimize the number of false contentions in a data sharing environment. We first derive some theoretical results on using multiple
hash tables. Then, in light of these derivations, a two-step procedure to design multiple hash tables is developed. In the first step,
data items are partitioned into a given number of groups. Each group of data items is associated with the use of a hash table in such
a way that lock requests to data items in the same group will be hashed into the same hash table. In the second step, given an
aggregate hash table size, the hash table size for each individual data group is optimally determined so as to minimize the number
of false contentions. Some design examples and remarks on the proposed method are given. It is observed from real database
systems that different data sets usually have their distinct data access patterns, thus resulting in an environment where this
approach can offer significant performance improvement.

Index Terms —Concurrency control, hash algorithms, lock contentions, multiple hash tables.
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1 INTRODUCTION

UE mainly to rapid technology advances, it has re-
cently become very attractive to couple multiple sys-

tems for database transaction processing in order to answer
the increasing demand for better capacity, availability and
cost-performance. The advantages that such coupled sys-
tems can offer include better price performance, improved
capacity and responsiveness due to parallelism, scalability,
enhanced fault tolerance, and better dynamic load balanc-
ing [2], [9]. An example configuration of the coupled sys-
tem is given in Fig. 1. A significant amount of research ef-
fort has investigated various issues for such data sharing
environments, or related client/server paradigms, includ-
ing the impact of data skew, global buffer management [3],
[7], and concurrency control [5], [6], [8].

In a data sharing environment, different transactions
running on different computing nodes may access the same
data item. Each access to a shared data item has to be
granted a required lock first to ensure correct concurrency
control. To handle the lock granting process, it is common
that a hash scheme is applied to each incoming lock request
to see if that lock request has any contention with existing
locks in the system [6]. It is noted that to deal with a large
amount of incoming lock requests, hashing is, in general,
more efficient than search methods such as B-tree search. A
hash scheme utilizes a hash table which has a number of
hash entries. The number of hash entries in a hash table is
referred to as the size of the hash table. Which hash entry a
data item to be locked will be mapped into is determined

through the use of a hash function. As an example of a hash
function, consider a hash table with 100 hash entries. A
hash function for a data item, say page number k, could be
h(k) = k mod 100. Thus, page number 732 would correspond
to hash entry 32 in the hash table.

Depending on the nature of the operation intended,
there are basically two lock types of a lock request, namely
S (share) lock and X (exclusive) lock. S locks are used for
data items to be read only, and X locks are needed for up-
dating data items. Two locks to the same data item are
called compatible only if both are S locks, and called in-
compatible, otherwise. Two lock requests are said to have a
real contention if they are incompatibly locking the same
data item, and said to have a false contention if they are for
different data items but are incompatibly hashed into the
same hash entry.1 Although existing hash schemes effec-
tively provide concurrency control, they may result in a
high probability of false contention. In the above example, a
false contention would occur if pages 732 and 1,432 were
requested to be modified (i.e., two X locks) or one read
from and one modified (i.e., one S and one X locks), since
both would be incompatibly hashed into hash entry 32. Be-
cause they are two different pages, concurrent access to
them would be allowed eventually. However, extra over-
head is incurred in resolving the false contention; i.e., de-
termining that the contention is false rather than real.

Note that in some existing database systems, the resource
names of existing locks are not kept in the hash table. Instead,
the hash table only records the occupancy of each hash entry
by any existing lock and gives a pointer to the location
(maybe located in some computing node) where more infor-
mation can be found. Specifically, if an incoming lock is
hashed into a hash entry which has been occupied by an ex-
isting lock, then the system with the incoming lock is guided

1. Note that a hash collision caused by two S lock requests for different
data items usually incurs little overhead to resolve, and is not deemed as a
false contention in this paper.
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into a location where more information is available to de-
cide whether there is a real contention or not. By avoiding
storing the resource names in the hash table, not only is the
design of a hash table simplified, but also the system pos-
sesses the flexibility of deploying the hash table together
with other components in a pre-allocated memory space.
The ratio between memory spaces required by the hash table
and other components can then be adapted for specific cus-
tomer needs.2 In such a system, however, the overhead re-
quired to deal with false contention is usually very high, and
could in fact be one of the major sources for causing the per-
formance degradation for coupling multiple systems. It
would greatly improve coupling efficiency if a hash scheme
is so developed that the likelihood of false contention is
minimized.3 It is noted that one way to accomplish the goal
of decreasing the likelihood of false contentions is to increase
the hash table size. However, this solution may run counter
to the purpose of a hash scheme to minimize the resource
required to deal with concurrency control, since an increase
in the hash table size would require a larger amount of mem-
ory space. Consequently, it is preferable to employ a hash
scheme that minimizes the number of false contentions with-
out overburdening resources.

Since S locks do not cause contentions among them-
selves, a write intensive workload will naturally need a
larger hash table than a read intensive workload to main-
tain the same false contention level. Note that various in-
coming lock requests usually have their own distinct data
access patterns. For example, in some workloads, one may
have very intensive updates to data pages but have very
few updates to index pages. As a result, locks to index
pages are mostly S locks and those to data pages are mostly
X locks. In view of this, we would like to partition the hash
table for index and data pages separately, while allocating a
larger portion of the hash table to data pages and a smaller
one to index pages. As such, the feature that S locks to the

2. Such an advantage is made possible only if the space required by the
hash table can be determined off-line. It is relatively difficult to achieve this
feature if the resource names of existing locks have to be kept in the hash
table.

3. For an obvious reason, the use of a hash table does not affect the occur-
rence of real contention.

same hash entry are compatible can be fully exploited and
false contention caused by two S and X locks are reduced.
The number of false contentions can therefore be mini-
mized. For an illustrative example, consider the locking
scenario in Fig. 2a where the number in each parenthesis
means the data item, say page number, the hash table size
is 100 and the hash function for page k is h(k) = k mod 100.
It can be seen that three false contentions occur for the lock
sequence X(238), S(38), S(138), and S(38) in the hash entry
38, which is first occupied by the exclusive lock X(238).
Suppose that pages with page number less than or equal to
200 are index pages which are known to be mostly for read
purposes.4 Then, one could partition the hash table into two
regions, as shown in Fig. 2b, in such a way that those false
contentions involving these index pages can be avoided (by
hashing them to H2). An example hash function to achieve
the effect demonstrated in Fig. 2b is h(k) = (k mod 20) + 80 if
k £ 200, and h(k) = (k mod 80), otherwise.

It is noted that such an approach of partitioning a hash
table for different lock requests to minimize the occurrence
of false contention is not limited to the one based on index
and data pages, and is, in fact, applicable to an environ-
ment where data items can be divided into a proper num-
ber of groups each of which has its own data access pattern.
It is observed from some real traces that various data sets
usually have their distinct data access patterns, which are
obtainable from proper work load characterization [1]. As
will be shown later, not only how to partition data items
into groups, but also the way to assign the hash region size
for each data group, as in Fig. 2b, has an important effect on
the overall contention probability, and their solutions could
lead to a significant performance improvement. For ease of
presentation, the problem of partitioning a given hash table
into separate hash regions for different data groups will be
described as the one of using multiple hash tables in this
paper. Consequently, we explore in this paper the approach
of using multiple hash tables for lock requests with different
data access patterns to minimize the number of false conten-
tions. Specifically, we shall first derive some theoretical results

4. In practice, it is usually feasible to identify index pages in the lock
manager level (such as from the corresponding table ids).

Fig. 1. A coupled system with the data sharing approach.
Fig. 2. Example of using multiple hash tables.
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on using multiple hash tables. Then, in light of these deri-
vations, a two-step procedure to design multiple hash ta-
bles is developed. In the first step, data items are parti-
tioned into a given number of groups. Each group of data
items is associated with the use of a hash table in such a
way that lock requests to data items in the same group will
be hashed into the same hash table. In the second step,
given an aggregate hash table size, the hash table size for
each individual data group is determined so as to minimize
the number of false contentions. Some design examples are
given to illustrate our approach.

This paper is organized as follows. Some theoretical re-
sults on using multiple hash tables are derived in Section 2.
A two-step design procedure is developed in Section 3. A
complete design example and remarks are given in Section 4.
This paper concludes with Section 5.

2 MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR USING MULTIPLE
HASH TABLES

We shall derive in this section some theoretical results on
using multiple hash tables. Based on these results, a two-
step design procedure will be developed in Section 3.

2.1 Problem Formulation
To use multiple hash tables, data items are partitioned into
a given number of groups, say m groups, each of which
corresponds to the use of a hash table. A lock request ac-
cessing a data item in group i is called a class i lock request.
Then, m is the number of different classes of lock requests.
Denote the arrival rate of a class i lock request as li, and we

have l lii

m

==Â =
1

. Let pi
X  and pi

S  be the probabilities for a

class i lock request to ask for an X lock and an S lock, re-
spectively, and p pi

X
i
S+ = 1. Denote the number of total

hash entries available as H. Hi is the number of hash entries
to be employed by class i lock requests. Let T be the average
lock holding time. According to Little’s rule [4], the number
of existing class i locks in the system can be approximated
as li T.

Two S locks to the same hash entry are compatible.
Then, for a class i lock request with X lock type, assuming
using a perfect hash function, the probability of having a

contention can be approximated as 
l i

i

T
H . On the other hand,

for a class i lock request with S lock type, the probability of

having a contention is approximated as 
l i i

i

Tp
H

X

. It is noted

that, since an ideal hash function is used here, the formu-
lated contention probability is a lower bound. However,
such an assumption is made for ease of discussion, and is
not essential for the usefulness of the proposed method.
Hence, f(H1, H2, �, Hm), the overall contention probability
can be expressed by,
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It is noted that li, pi
X , and pi

S , 1 £ i £ m, can be estimated
from a given workload. Consequently, we want to deter-
mine the vector <H1, H2, �, Hm> that minimizes f in (1) in

such a way that H Hii

m

=Â =
1

. It is worth mentioning that

the value T could be affected by the locking scheme used. Spe-
cifically, better locking schemes will reduce the average lock
holding time. Note that our derivation for the optimal parti-
tion of a hash table in the following subsection is only depend-
ent upon the values of li, pi

X , and pi
S , 1 £ i £ m, and does not

require that T be a constant. Explicitly, the average lock hold-
ing time T can be thought of as a monotonically increasing
function of the contention probability f (i.e., a smaller conten-
tion probability leads to a smaller T). It then follows from (1)
that T is a monotonically increasing function of

f
p p

HA
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i
S

ii
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=
+

=
Â1 12
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l e j
.

Thus, the vector <H1, H2, �, Hm> to be derived, which
minimizes fA, will also minimize f in (1).

2.2 Deriving Optimal Solutions

To determine the vector <H1, H2, �, Hm> that minimizes f

in (1), we equivalently want to solve the vector <k1, k2, �,

km> that minimizes g in (2) below such that k Kii

m

=Â =
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.
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where a1, a2, �, am are given. By relating g(k1, k2, �, km) to

f(H1, H2, �, Hm), it can be seen that K corresponds to H, ki

corresponds to Hi and ai corresponds to l i i
X

i
Sp p2 1( )+ . Note

that with variables k1, k2, �, km, the minimum of g(k1, k2, �, km)
can be obtained by taking the first order derivatives against
k1, k2, �, km, and having g¢( ) = 0. As a consequence, it can

be shown that the vector <k1, k2, �, km>, in which

k
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1 £ i £ m, will yield a minimum g for (2) with given a1, a2, �,
am. The minimal value of g is
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From the solution to (2), it then follows that
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1 £ i £ m, will minimize f(H1, H2, �, Hm), i.e., the contention
probability, in (1). We then have
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It will be shown in Section 4 that using (3) to allocate multi-
ple hash tables for different lock requests, as opposed to
using one hash table with size H to handle all lock requests,
can significantly reduce the overall contention probability
and thus improve the coupled system performance.

3 A TWO-STEP PROCEDURE TO DESIGN MULTIPLE
HASH TABLES

Based on the results derived in Section 3, a two-step design
procedure for using multiple hash tables is developed in
this section. Data items are partitioned into groups in this
first step. In the second step, the hash table size for each
data group is optimally determined so as to minimize the
contention probability. Recall that m is the number of parti-
tioned data groups. li is the arrival rate of a class i lock re-

quest. pi
X  and pi

S  are the probabilities for a class i lock re-
quest to ask for an X lock and an S lock, respectively. A two-
step design procedure is described by Procedure P below.

Procedure P: A two-step design procedure.

Step 1: Partition all data items (in a form of tables, etc.) into

m groups so as to minimize l j j
X

j
S

j

m
p p( )1

1
+

=Â .

Each group, consisting of many data items, is associated
with the use of a hash table (i.e., corresponding to one
class of lock requests).

Step 2: Given an aggregate hash table size, determine the
hash table size for each data group (i.e., Hi, 1 £ i £ m).

Note that to use m hash tables, there are many ways con-
ceivable to partition all data items into m groups and to
associate each of them with a hash table. Step 1 of Proce-
dure P is devised in light of (4) to minimize the false con-
tention probability. Specifically, Step 1 can be performed by
algorithm M1 below.

Algorithm M1: To derive m classes of lock requests.
/* Suppose access patterns for n data groups are available
     in the beginning. n > m. */

1) Sort these n groups in descending order of their up-
date probabilities. Label these groups as Gi, 1 £ i £ n,

such that p pj
X

k
X≥  if j £ k, where pi

X  is the average

update probability for locks accessing data items in
group Gi.

2) Compute Di= f(Gi < Gi+1) - f(Gi) - f(Gi+1), 1 £ i £ n,

where f G p pi i i
X

i
S( ) ( )= +l 1 .

3) Determine the value i such that Di= min1£j£ n{Dj}.
4) Merge groups Gi and Gi+1 into Gi.

 Let P P Pi
X X

i
Xi

i i

i

i ii= ++ + ++

+

+

l
l l

l
l l1

1

1 1,

 P Pi
S

i
X= -1 , and li = li+li+1.

5) Relabel group Gj+1 as Gj, for j = i + 1, n - 1.
 Let n = n - 1.
6) If n = m Stop else Goto (2).

Basically, algorithm M1 is greedy in nature and merges
groups based on their similarity of update probabilities.
After the sorting in Step 1 of M1, the two groups whose
merger would result in the minimal increase in the corre-
sponding false contention probability will be merged (Step 2
to Step 5 of M1). This process continues until m final groups
are reached. It can be verified that the value of Di in Step 2
of M1 is always nonnegative. That is, merging groups will
not decrease contention probabilities. The targeted number
of lock request classes, m, could be decided in view of the
allowable complexity of the global hash function. The sce-
nario of merging n original data groups into m groups is
illustrated in Fig. 3. In addition, Step 2 of Procedure P can be
performed by algorithm M2, which is devised based on (3).

Algorithm M2 : To determine the size of each hash table Hi,
for i = 1, m.

1) The hash table size employed by class i lock request is
determined by, for i = 1, m,

H
H p p

p p
i

i i
X

i
S

j j
X

j
S

j

m
=

+

+
=Â

l

l

1

1
1

e j
e j

,

where ÎHi˚ (i.e., flooring function) means the largest
integer less than or equal to Hi.

2) Allocate the remaining q H Hii

m
= -

=Â 1
 hash entries

to the first q hash tables, i.e., Hj = Hj + 1 for j = 1, q.

It is worth mentioning that since the hash table size is
usually very large (more than 10,000 in general) [1], [6], the
application of flooring functions in Step 1 of M2 has little
impact on the optimality of the solution. To illustrate the
two-step procedure devised in this section, a complete de-
sign example is given in Section 4.

4 DESIGN EXAMPLE AND REMARKS

We shall present a design example in Section 4.1. Some re-
marks on the application and performance of this approach
are given in Section 4.2.

4.1 Design Example
Consider a database system where lock requests are made
against six tables. Suppose that three hash tables are to be

Fig. 3. Merging n original data groups into m groups.
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employed to handle the lock requests. Also, for illustrative
purposes, assume that the data access patterns, in terms of
lock arrival rates and update probabilities, for data in these
tables are those as given in Table 1.5

TABLE 1
THE ORIGINAL SIX GROUPS OF DATA ITEMS

Tables arrival rate update prob. read-only prob.

table 1 240 .91 .09
table 2 200 .03 .97
table 3 100 .30 .70
table 4 140 .95 .05
table 5 200 .01 .99
table 6 120 .88 .12

After the first step of algorithm M1, these six groups
(tables) are sorted according to their update probabilities.
We then obtain the profile in Table 2. From Table 2 and
Step 2 of M1, it can be obtained that D1 = f(G1 < G2) - f(G1) -
f(G2) = 378.92 - 139.82 - 237.93 = 1.17. Similarly, D2 = f(G2 <
G3) - f(G2) - f(G3) = 1.13, D3 = 12.62, D4 = 22.46, and D5 = 2.76.
Since D2 is the minimum among them, we merge G2 and G3
(i.e., tables 1 and 6), and obtain Table 3 after the calculation
in Step 4 of M1. Following the above procedure, we can
obtain the profile given in Table 4 after further merging.

After data items are partitioned into three groups ac-
cording to M1, the hash table size for each group can be
determined by M2, with a given aggregate hash table size.
Performance improvement achieved by this approach can
be seen by considering the following two cases.

Case 1: Use one hash table (i.e., the conventional approach).

The average update probability, PX, can be obtained by

combining those from these three groups. Thus, pX = (500 *
0.914 + 100 * 0.3 + 400 * 0.02)/1,000 = 0.495, and pS = 1 -
0.495 = 0.505. l = 500 + 100 + 400 = 1,000. From the same
reasoning as in Section 2.1, we get the expected false conten-

tion probability f T
H

T
H1

1000 0 505 1 0 495 745= =* +( . ( . )) . For example,

with H = 65,536 and T = 0.5sec, we have f1 = 0.54 percent.

Case 2: Use three hash tables (i.e., the proposed approach).

From the profile in Table 4 and (3) in Section 2.2, we get H1
= .7673H, H2 = .1101H, and H3 = .1226H, as shown in Fig. 4.
For example, with H = 65,536 we get H1 = 50,286, H2 = 7,216,
and H3 = 8,034 by algorithm M2. Then, it can be obtained
from (4) that the corresponding false contention probability

f
T

H
T

H

2

2
500 0 914 1 0 86 100 0 3 1 7 400 0 20 1 98

1000
421

=
+ + + + +

=

. . . . . .

.

a f c h c he j

With H = 65,536 and T = 0.5sec, we have f2 = 0.32 percent. It
can be verified that f2 . 56 percent of f1, showing a signifi-
cant performance improvement by the proposed method.
Based on the original profile in Table 1, the effect of using
three hash tables for different aggregate hash table sizes is
analytically shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that

5. In many database applications, such access statistics can be made
available from the access history in the table level.

in addition to increasing the hash table size, using multiple
hash tables is an effective method to reduce the false con-
tention probability.

For comparison purposes, consider a naive method of us-
ing three hash tables where data items are partitioned into
three groups based on the order of their table ids and the size
of each hash table is determined by equally partitioning the
aggregate hash table size (i.e., H H H H

1 2 3 3= = = ). From
Table 1, we can derive the corresponding profile for this
method, which is given in Table 5. It can be obtained from
Table 5 that without using the proposed two-step proce-
dure, this naive method of using three hash tables leads to a
contention probability

TABLE 2
THE SIX DATA GROUPS AFTER SORTING

Groups li Pi
X Pi

S f(Gi)

G1 (tb 4) 140 .95 .05 139.82

G2 (tb 1) 240 .91 .09 237.93

G3 (tb 6) 120 .88 .12 119.13

G4 (tb 3) 100 .30 .70 71.41

G5 (tb 2) 200 .03 .97 48.62

G6 (tb 5) 200 .01 .99 28.21

TABLE 3
THE FIVE DATA GROUPS AFTER MERGING TABLES 1 AND 6

Groups li Pi
X Pi

S f(Gi)

G1 (tb 4) 140 .95 .05 139.82

G2 (tb¢s 1, 6) 360 .90 .10 358.19

G3 (tb 3) 100 .30 .70 71.41

G4 (tb 2) 200 .03 .97 48.62

G5 (tb 5) 200 .01 .99 28.21

TABLE 4
THE THREE DATA GROUPS FOR USING THREE HASH TABLES

Groups li Pi
X Pi

S f(Gi) Hash table size

G1 (tb¢s 1, 4, 6) 500 .914 .086 498.14 0.7673H

G2 (tb 3) 100 .30 .70 71.41 0.1101H

G3 (tb¢s 2, 5) 400 .02 .98 79.59 0.1226H

TABLE 5
A NAÏVE METHOD TO FORM THREE DATA GROUPS

Groups li Pi
X

Pi
S

f(Gi) Hash table size

G1 (tb’s 1, 2) 440 .51 .49 383.55 0.44H

G2 (tb’s 3, 4) 240 .68 .32 227.31 0.24H

G3 (tb’s 5, 6) 320 .33 .67 239.34 0.32H
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even larger than f1. This example indicates the necessity of
employing the proposed method to design multiple hash
tables.

4.2 Applications and Remarks
Note that the concept of using multiple hash tables can be
practically used without much overhead. In fact, we have
implemented this method in a data sharing system simulator
[1] and obtained results which are very consistent with what
are projected by our analytical models. Moreover, a simple
variation of this approach has been used by one database
product, and is shown to result in a significant performance
improvement. The benefit from reducing false contention
(and thus reducing the corresponding pathlengths re-
quired) by this approach clearly outweighed the corre-
sponding overhead required to employ multiple hash ta-
bles. It is noted that in real database systems, it is common
to have some data groups that have distinct data access
patterns, thus resulting in an environment where this ap-
proach can offer prominent performance improvement.

For a straightforward application, let lI and lD be, re-
spectively, the arrival rates of lock requests to index and

data pages. pI
X  and pI

S  are the probabilities for an index
page lock request to ask for an X lock and an S lock, respec-
tively. pD

X  and pD
S  are defined similarly. Then, the optimal

partition of a hash table size H for HI and HD is,

H
H p p

p p p p
I

I I
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I
S

I I
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I
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D D
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D
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1
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It is worth mentioning that the advantage of the ap-
proach of using multiple hash tables mainly stems from the
feature that lock requests to different data groups have dis-
tinct data access patterns. The more different the access pat-
terns to different groups are, the more improvement achiev-
able by this approach. To provide more insights into the per-
formance of this approach, consider the case of partitioning
data items into two groups which have the same arrival rates
(i.e., l1 = l2 = l/2). Thus, the lock update probabilities of

these two groups are PX
1  and P P PX X X

2 12= - , where PX is

the average update probability of all data items. Let r be
the ratio of “the false contention probability resulting from
using two hash tables” to “the original false contention
probability resulting from using one hash table.” After
some algebraic manipulations based on (4), r can be for-
mulated as

r =
- + - - +F

H
I
K

-

p p p p P p

P P

X X X X X X

X X

1 1 1 1

2

2 2 2 2

4 2

e j e je j
e j

.    (5)

Thus, for a workload with a given lock update probability
PX, the performance improvement by using two hash tables
can be assessed by (5). For example, with PX = 0.5 we get,

Fig. 4. The three hash tables resulting from the profile in Table 4.

Fig. 5. Performance improvement by using three hash tables.

Fig. 6. Performance improvement by using two hash tables based on

(6) (i.e., P
X 

= 0.5).
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r =
- + - +F

H
I
Kp p p pX X X X

1 1 1 1

2

2 1 1

3

e j e je j
,       (6)

whose values are shown in Fig. 6, where the abscissa is the
value of PX

1  and the ordinate is the reduction ratio r. It can be
seen from Fig. 6 that there is no performance improvement
when PX

1 0= .5 , since in that case PX
2  is also 0.5 and there is

no difference between the update probabilities of these two
groups. However, when the values of PX

1  and P PX X
2 11= -

are further apart, meaning that data access patterns of these
two groups are more different from each other, the better
(i.e., smaller) reduction ratio is achievable by this approach.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed the approach of using multiple
hash tables for lock requests with different data access patterns
to minimize the number of false contentions in a data sharing
environment. We have derived some theoretical results on
using multiple hash tables. Then, based on these results, a two-
step procedure to design multiple hash tables was developed.
In the first step, data items were partitioned into a given num-
ber of groups, each of which corresponds to the use of a hash
table. In the second step, given an aggregate hash table size,
the hash table size for each data group was optimally deter-
mined so as to minimize the false contention probability. Some
design examples and remarks on the proposed method were
given. It has been observed from real database systems that
different data sets usually have their distinct data access pat-
terns, thus resulting in an environment where this approach
can offer significant performance improvement.
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